Hippocampal activation is required for episodic memory. Encoding and retrieval of novel and memorable items have been related to different locations in the hippocampus; however, the data remain ambiguous. The application of a newly designed keyboard allowed investigation of brain activation during encoding and free immediate and delayed recall with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in young healthy controls (n = 12). Because of the repetitive learning and recall conditions, an individual learning gradient was used to contrast neural activity at different individual levels of novelty. During learning, subjects were asked to memorize 10 geometric patterns requiring the establishment of intra-item associations for memorization. After learning, subjects were asked to recall the items actively via the keyboard. Learning and recall were alternated five times. Delayed recall was scanned about 15 min after the fifth immediate recall condition without subjects having seen the items again. Left-sided anterior hippocampal activity was observed during conditions of initial learning as well as maximum recall. Neural activity during delayed recall did not reveal hippocampal responses and was characterized by a transition of neural activity from occipitoparietal regions to bilateral temporal cortices. We conclude that both lateralization and segregation depend on the specific relational characteristics of the stimuli requiring establishment of intra-item associations for encoding as well as retrieval. The absence of hippocampal activation during delayed recall together with the increase of lateral temporal involvement possibly corresponds with an emerging transition from episodic to long-term memory.
Hippocampal activation is required for episodic memory. Encoding and retrieval of novel and memorable items have been related to different locations in the hippocampus; however, the data remain ambiguous. The application of a newly designed keyboard allowed investigation of brain activation during encoding and free immediate and delayed recall with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in young healthy controls (n = 12). Because of the repetitive learning and recall conditions, an individual learning gradient was used to contrast neural activity at different individual levels of novelty. During learning, subjects were asked to memorize 10 geometric patterns requiring the establishment of intra-item associations for memorization. After learning, subjects were asked to recall the items actively via the keyboard. Learning and recall were alternated five times. Delayed recall was scanned about 15 min after the fifth immediate recall condition without subjects having seen the items again. Left-sided anterior hippocampal activity was observed during conditions of initial learning as well as maximum recall. Neural activity during delayed recall did not reveal hippocampal responses and was characterized by a transition of neural activity from occipitoparietal regions to bilateral temporal cortices. We conclude that both lateralization and segregation depend on the specific relational characteristics of the stimuli requiring establishment of intra-item associations for encoding as well as retrieval. The absence of hippocampal activation during delayed recall together with the increase of lateral temporal involvement possibly corresponds with an emerging transition from episodic to long-term memory.
Neuropsychological (Milner et al. 1998; Vargha-Khadem et al. 1997 ) and animal studies (Wood et al. 1999) clearly show the importance of the integrity of the hippocampus proper for episodic memory. From the discussion on functional imaging of hippocampal structures during episodic memory tasks (e.g., Fletcher et al. 1995; Buckner and Koutstaal 1998; Fernandez et al. 1998; Schacter and Wagner 1999) it can be concluded that observance of hippocampal activity may correspond to such factors as the modality of the stimuli (verbal vs. visual) and/or the retrieval process engaged (recall vs. recognition). Whereas verbal stimuli may not reliably elicit hippocampal responses (Shallice et al. 1994; Buckner et al. 1995) , unusual or complex visual stimuli did ( Roland and Gulyas 1995; Maguire et al. 1996; Stern et al. 1996; Gabrieli et al. 1997) . The latter stimuli usually consist of multiple inputs and permit representations of the relations among the constituent elements (Cohen et al. 1999 ).
The retrieval process appears to be critical for observance of hippocampal activity whether the task requires recognition or active recall (recollection). From studies on recognition and recall in amnesia it was concluded that recognition involves the perirhinal cortex of the temporal lobe, whereas recollection depends on the hippocampus (Aggleton and Brown 1999), which is also consistent with recent neuroimaging studies (Henson et al. 1999; Cabeza et al. 2000; Eldridge et al. 2000 ; but see also Stark and Squire 2000) .
More recent imaging studies that observed hippocampal activation (for review, see Lepage et al. 1998 ) support another discussion on hippocampal activity. Data from experimental animals (Moser and Moser 1998) and lesion studies on humans (Phelps et al. 1991; Corkin et al. 1997) indicated a functional segregation of memory functions in the hippocampus. It was concluded that the anterior hippocampal formation is relevant for encoding (novelty-related processing), whereas the posterior hippocampal sections are responsible for familiarity-related processing and retrieval demands (Dolan and Fletcher 1999) . A recent meta-analysis of positron emission tomography (PET) studies on hippocampal activation during episodic memory (Lepage et al. 1998) revealed that most of the PET studies were very consistent with these predictions. Additionally, a recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study on the involvement of medial temporal regions during memory processing of words showed that novelty processing activated the anterior hippocampus, whereas processing of familiar words was linked to the posterior hippocampal formation (Saykin et al. 1999) . However, exactly the opposite conclusions were drawn from reviewing recent fMRI studies (Schacter and Wagner 1999) as well as from a PET study that directly addressed this issue .
Current understanding of memory consolidation postulates that episodic learning initially requires the hippocampal formation, but gradually memories become independent from this structure and are established in distributed neocortical storage sites (Alvarez and Squire 1994; Graham and Hodges 1997; Graham et al. 1999) . However, other recent evidence indicates that the hippocampal formation is always necessary for episodic memory (Nadel and Moscovitch 1997; Nadel et al. 2000) . If the latter hypothesis is correct, episodic long-term retrieval of the previously learned stimuli should be correlated with hippocampal activity.
The goals of the current study were to investigate hippocampal activity during encoding and active immediate recall of abstract visual geometric designs, address functional segregation thereof with respect to different levels of novelty during encoding and retrieval, and study delayed recall after a longer interval.
RESULTS

Behavioral Performance
Performance (mean and standard deviations of correctly recalled figures) during scanning is shown in Figure 1 . A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) for repeated measures revealed a significant effect of repetitive recall conditions on mean correct performance (F(4,8) = 57.81; P < .001). Post-hoc Newman-Keuls tests (nominal level of alpha: P < .05) showed significant increases in performance from the first to the second recall condition as well as from the second to the third repetition. Performance did not significantly increase from the third to the fourth repetition or from the fourth to the fifth recall condition. Accordingly, polynomial contrasts within a MANOVA for repeated measures showed a better fit for the logarithmic trend of the learning function (F(1,11) = 169.0, P < .001; explained variance: 96.8%) than for the linear trend (F(1, 11) = 144.0; P < .001; explained variance: 84.4%). For most of the subjects (7 of 12) the individual maximum recall was reached at the fourth recall phase. Taken as a group, the mean number of phases in which maximum recall was reached was 4.0 (SD: ± 0.95). Recall performances between the fifth and sixth recall phase (mean correct: 9.6 ± 0.4) did not significantly differ (t(11) = 1.15, P = .27).
Functional Imaging
Group results for the planned contrasts (initial/late learning; initial/maximum recall) are summarized in Table 1 . Neural activity during initial learning was mainly characterized by the left prefrontal areas, the left parahippocampal gyrus, and the anterior portion of the left hippocampus proper ( Fig. 2A) . On the right hemisphere two further regions were involved in initial learning: the fusiform gyrus and the anterior cingulate. For late learning, mid-parietal regions were active (Fig. 2B ). Neural activity during initial recall was observed in the left frontal areas, the right occipital areas, and the right posterior hippocampal area (Fig. 2C) . Group activity of maximum recall revealed superior, inferior, and mid-parietal regions on both hemispheres. Moreover, the precentral gyrus and the cingulate gyrus yielded significant activations. Activity of the hippocampus proper was left lateralized (Fig. 2D) To explore the hippocampal activity during initial learning, initial recall, and maximum recall at various locations along the longitudinal axis of the hippocampus, two masks comprising the left and right hippocampus, respectively, were constructed (for definition of borders, see Pruessner et al. 2000) . These masks were applied on the t-maps resulting from the one-sample t-tests mentioned above. Maximum t-values from each of the 23 left and right coronal slices comprising the longitudinal axis of the hippocampus in anterior-posterior direction were determined for each condition separately. Thus, Figures 3A and B represent gradients of group activations along the long axis of the hippocampus based on the most significant voxel per slice. With respect to the left hippocampus, activity for initial learning increased with anterior slices and remained significant (Fig. 3A, 19 successive slices from slices 3-22) with peak activity in the anterior half of the long axis (slice 11). In contrast, peak activity for maximum recall is located in the seventh slice, that is, about 8 mm more anterior than for initial learning, and decreased more rapidly than during initial learning, thus comprising only nine successive slices from anterior to posterior (slices 4 -13). Peak activity for initial recall is at approximately the same location as it is for initial learning, although lowered. On the right hemisphere, Figure 1 Performance during scanning. The graph shows the mean and standard deviations of correctly recalled geometric patterns over the five repetitive recall conditions.
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graphs for initial learning and maximum recall represent the same relationships, although peak activity is generally reduced when compared with the left side. For initial recall, only the posterior slices crossed the critical threshold. For delayed recall ( Fig. 4A ) we observed almost exclusively strong bilateral activations of the temporal cortices: left superior temporal gyrus (BA 22 maximum peak at x = −46, y = −42, z = 16; Z-value = 4.48; BA 42 maximum peak at x = -48, y = −10 z = 10; Z-value = 4.08), left middle temporal gyrus (BA 21 maximum peak at x = −44, y = −20, z = −8; Z-value = 4.09), right middle temporal gyrus (BA21, maximum peak at x = 50, y = −32, z = 0; Z-value = 3.88), and right inferior temporal gyrus (BA20, maximum peak at x = 62, y = −34, z = 0; Z-value = 3.74). Additionally, activation of the precuneus (BA 31, maximum peak at x = 6, y = −70, z = 20; Z-value = 4.25) was elicited. We did not observe any hippocampal activity even when lowering the statistic voxel thresholds to a level of P < .05.
To summarize the pattern with respect to temporal and hippocampal activity across early to late recall, effect sizes at corresponding voxels demonstrating maximum peak activity for initial, maximum, and late recall at hippocampal and temporal locations were determined for each subject. In cases with multiple temporal peak activities, effect sizes were averaged irrespective of laterality. The results are in Figure 4B showing an interaction of time by location.
DISCUSSION
The new paradigm of repetitive learning and recall of abstract geometric designs showed robust hippocampal responses. Right posterior hippocampal activation was observed when initial recall was contrasted against individual maximum recall. Clusters of left anterior hippocampal activity were observed during initial learning and maximum recall. No hippocampal activity was observed during late learning or delayed recall.
Lateralization
At first glance, our data are counterintuitive with respect to the left-sided lateralization of hippocampal responses during initial learning and maximum recall. Because of the visuospatial characteristics of the material presented, one may have expected additional right-sided hippocampal activity (Bohbot et al. 1998) . The lateralization to the left side could suggest that there are language-related processes engaged during the initial learning or maximum recall of the geometric patterns. This would be in line with a recent review on automatic activation of the medial temporal lobe (MTL), especially during encoding (Martin 1999) . Summarizing a series of functional brain-imaging studies, it was concluded that MTL activity is left lateralized when verbal material is to be processed and right lateralized when nonverbal material is presented. With deep encoding, which was argued to be equivalent to encoding for meaning, leftlateralized language mechanisms are activated (Martin 1999 ). Although we cannot completely rule out languagerelated processing, we did not observe activation of other left cortical areas associated with language processing, such as the supramarginal gyrus, Broca's area, the insula, or areas within the left inferior frontal lobe. These regions are Grö n et al.
known as constituting the phonological or articulatory loop (Paulesu et al. 1993; Paulesu et al. 1996) . If encoding by the subjects was based on language, then these areas should have been additionally engaged, especially during an initial and intentional encoding of the presented patterns. Beyond this, the exact structure of the stimuli seems to be critical for engaging neural substrate unilaterally or bilaterally. Specifically, abstract geometric patterns that are constituted by spatial relations of their elements have been shown not to have lateralization preference in humans (Sergent 1991) and monkeys (Hamilton and Vermeire 1988) . In addition, there are numerous imaging studies reporting left-sided hippocampal activity during the encoding of figures or relational environmental information (Aguirre et al. 1996; Brewer et al. 1998; Kelley et al. 1998; Montaldi et al. 1998; Stern et al. 1996) . In a study on navigation through threedimensional mazes (Grön et al. 2000) , it was concluded from left hippocampal activity in men that this was functionally related to the processing of relational topographic information, allowing men a faster and more successful navigation than women who did not engage the left hippocampus. A lack of lateralization has been reported for verbal episodic memory (Dobbins et al. 1998) , and a recent study on learning, retention of words, and abstract designs after unilateral excision of MTLs could not confirm a double dissociation between the kind of material and the site of excision. The results for learning and retention of abstract designs were not exclusively confined to the right resection group (Jones-Gotman et al. 1997) . Additionally, divided visual field experiments in normal subjects provided a left hemispheric advantage for the processing of categorical spatial relations that contrasted with a right superiority for metric judgments of distances between two objects (Kosslyn et al. 1989) . Therefore, lateralization of the hippocampal activity may not be specific to the material but rather to the combination of material and task demands.
Functional Segregation
For initial learning, cluster-analysis revealed an anterior locus of hippocampal activity ( Fig. 2A) . Tracking the most significant voxels along the hippocampal long axis for this contrast, (Fig. 3A) activation is extended along the hippocampus. Clear-cut anterior predominance is observed during maximum recall, as revealed by both kinds of analyses (Figs. 2C and 3A) . For initial recall, that is, condition of low 
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www.learnmem.org memorability, cluster and voxel-based analyses consistently showed hippocampal activity that was located posteriorly. Peak activities for initial learning and maximum recall were ∼8 mm apart but still in the anterior half of the long axis of the hippocampus. Thus, the current results only in part reproduce the opposing conclusions of both conflicting recent studies (Lepage et al. 1998; Saykin et al. 1999) .
The conflicting conclusions can be resolved by an alternative explanation. When analyzing the different results of PET and fMRI studies on hippocampal activity along the Grö n et al.
anterior-posterior axis during encoding, it was pointed out that five of the PET studies that observed anterior hippocampal activity during encoding required the participants to focus on the relations among multiple stimuli (Schacter and Wagner 1999) . This was also the case in an fMRI study (Rombouts et al. 1997 ) that yielded more anterior hippocampal activation during encoding of visual associations. We therefore conclude that the degree to which anterior parts of the hippocampus are activated during initial learning is correlated with the special characteristics of the stimuli. With respect to the neural activity during maximum recall, the same arguments apply. It was assumed that processing of multiple relational stimuli should produce similar anterior MTL activations as during initial encoding (Schacter and Wagner 1999) . This is substantiated empirically by our results and a previous study demonstrating anterior hippocampal activity when comparing the neural activity during recall of spatial relations between objects with the activity during the recall of locational information per se (Owen et al. 1996) . We conclude that the extent of functional segregation of hippocampal functions is determined not only by the aspects of novelty and memorability during encoding and recall but also by the specific characteristics of the material to be memorized requiring the establishment of intra-item associations.
Delayed Recall
While we observed hippocampal activity during initial and maximum recall, no hippocampal activity was found during delayed recall even when lowering statistical thresholds. Thus, the present data may correspond to traditional views of a temporary role of the hippocampus in retrieving previously learned information (Alvarez and Squire 1994; Squire and Alvarez 1995; Schacter et al. 1996) . However, this is only a very tentative explanation for the nonobservance of hippocampal activity during delayed recall because of the rather short delay between last presentation and the delayed recall condition that was due to technical restrictions. In fact, graded retrograde amnesia can extend across several months and years (Milner et al. 1998) suggesting that medial temporal structures contribute to consolidation over a prolonged time period. However, clinical data from dementia research clearly indicate the importance of an early critical time interval in the first few minutes in which abnormal forgetting of information occurs, that is, information cannot be sufficiently consolidated by these patients (Carlesimo et al. 1993) .
Comparing neural activity during initial and maximum recall with that during delayed recall, it can be summarized that a transition of neural activity was observed from posterior (inferior occipital, parietal) to more anterior (temporal) cortical regions (Table 1 and Fig. 4B ). This observation closely parallels a transition from the dorsal to the ventral processing stream, or, in functional terms, from spatiallybased information processing to object-oriented information processing (Ungerleider and Haxby 1994) . The following mechanism may be reflected by our data. Learning of the patterns can functionally be subdivided in memorizing the constituting items and the associations between them. Therefore, the anterior hippocampal activity during recall functionally reflects a process of re-establishing the associations between the constituting single rectangles. When both information sources are bound such that an image emerges or a "Gestalt" forms, this functional transition is reflected by an increasing activity of the lateral temporal cortices. This means that the more the information is combined the less the dorsal processing is engaged and the more the ventral processing stream is involved. Thus, while hippocampal activity at maximum recall in the present study is still needed for the associative recombination of the patterns, at delayed recall hippocampal activity is no longer needed. Additionally, activation of the superior parietal regions is reduced, and activity of the temporal cortices is increased. Thus, the temporal cortices are now the storehouse of long-term information which is in good accordance with a series of studies on semantic, but not episodic, memory (Zola-Morgan and Squire 1993; Miyashita 1993 Miyashita , 1998 Graham et al. 1999; Tomita et al. 1999) .
In summary, the present task, which was designed analogous to classic list-learning paradigms, allows systematic evaluation of encoding and active recall under the constraints imposed by simultaneous observation with fMRI. We conclude that both lateralization and segregation of hippocampal activity depend on the specific characteristics of the stimuli requiring the establishment of intra-item associations for encoding as well as for retrieval. Although the material was visual in nature, basic linguistic processing concerning the formation of those associations may contribute to left-sided lateralization. The absence of hippocampal activation during delayed recall together with the increase of lateral temporal involvement possibly corresponds with an emerging transition from episodic to long-term memory.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Twelve healthy young subjects (six males, six females; age 26.1 ± 2.1 yr; means ± SD) gave informed consent before the study. All subjects were right-handed according to the Oldfield (Oldfield 1971) handiness quotients (range: +87 to +100). None had any sign of color blindness or visual field defects. The medical history was taken from each individual, and the study was approved by the local ethics committee.
MRI Data Acquisition
Data were acquired with a 1.5 Tesla Magnetom VISION (Siemens) whole-body MRI system equipped with a head volume coil. T 2 *-weighted functional MR images were obtained using echo-planar imaging in axial orientation (TE = 66 ms; 121.9 ms per image). Image size was 64 × 64 pixels (3.6 × 3.6 mm pixels). The volume
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consisted of 32 slices (TR = 4000 ms). Slice thickness was 3 mm with a gap of 0.6 mm. Thus, voxel size was isotropic. For anatomical reference T 2 -weighted turbo-spin-echo images (256 × 256; 32 slices; voxel-size: 0.9 × 0.9 × 3.6 mm) were obtained. The first six volumes of each session were discarded to allow for T 1 equilibration effects.
fMRI Memory Task
The new paradigm requires repetitive memorization of geometric patterns and repetitive active recall in an fMRI-compatible manner (see Fig. 5A ). Except for stimulus qualities, the paradigm is analogous to behaviorally well-established verbal learning tests, such as the California Verbal Learning Test (Lezak 1995) . Repetitive listlearning paradigms represent one of the prototype test situations for neuropsychological assessment of the integrity of episodic memory functions. Because of the repetitions, and consequently the availability of an individual learning gradient, such paradigms are well suited to assess neural processing related to encoding and recollection of items at decreasing levels of novelty. This can be achieved by contrasting neural activity of initial encoding or retrieval against their corresponding later phases (and vice versa) in which stimuli have become more easily memorized as indicated by individual performance gain. Additionally, assessments of neural activity related to novelty and memorability can be performed within the same processing domains of encoding and retrieval. Selection of the kind of stimulus material was motivated by considerations with respect to practicability for the subject to actively recall and compatibility with fMRI requirements. More specifically, stimuli should allow for the establishment of intra-item associations. Intra-item associations are strong for various types of visual stimuli, for example, landscapes or faces. However, such items may be completely recollected by filling in missing parts even if not memorized. Our material substantially differs in that recall of parts of the pattern does not suffice to compensate for parts not memorized. Thus, more so for the present stimuli than, for example, face drawings, associations must be set up to successfully encode and retrieve the stimuli; that is, for a complete learning the stimuli automatically enforce the subject to build up the associations, whereas, for example, a landscape can be retrieved only by one or more details. A list of 10 abstract geometric patterns was presented during a learning condition via LCD goggles. The subjects saw a pattern of green rectangles appearing within a 3 × 3 black matrix with white grid lines via LCD goggles (Fig. 5A, left upper panel) . Within one on-cycle, two figures were sequentially presented for a duration of 6 sec. The total length of one on-cycle was 12 sec (3 TRs). During the following off-cycle, a figure consisting of red circles (Fig. 5A , right upper panel) was shown for a duration of 20 sec (5 TRs). Then, the next two memory items were shown, followed by an off-cycle and so on. To present the 10 memory items, there were five on-cycles during the learning session (Fig. 5B) . The learning condition was immediately followed by a recall condition. Subjects saw an empty 3 × 3 black matrix with white grid lines via the LCD goggles. The matrix could be filled by pressing the corresponding buttons of a keyboard to reproduce the pattern of rectangles seen during learning (Fig. 5A left lower panel) . Subjects could not see the keyboard itself during scanning and were familiarized with the keyboard before scanning. The recall session comprised 10 on/offcycles of the same duration as those during scanning or learning (Fig. 5B) . One memorized pattern could be reproduced during each on-cycle. The subjects were allowed to choose the order of recall and to correct their input within the time interval of one on-cycle. At the end of the on-cycle the responses of the subjects were automatically registered by a personal computer (PC). During the subsequent off-cycle a single green rectangle appeared on the center of the screen. The background was black and the white grid was not shown (Fig. 5A, right lower panel) . The subjects had to respond to the stimulus by pressing the middle button of the keyboard with their right index fingers. Thus, hand and finger position were standardized before beginning the next on-cycle. The mean presentation rate of the green rectangle was paralleled to the mean number of button presses to correctly recall the patterns. The presentation of the rectangle was at random time intervals. Altogether, learning and recall phases were repeated five times. Neither the items nor the order of presentation were altered across the five learning conditions. About 15 min after the fifth recall condition, subjects were scanned again during a sixth delayed recall condition.
The paradigm was programmed with Turbo Pascal 6.0 (Borland's, Inc.) on a standard PC. Signal transduction of the button presses to the PC was realized by means of a fiber-optic system and Grö n et al.
an opto-coupler. The keyboard had nine buttons, each corresponding to the respective element of the 3 × 3 matrix. Within the scanner, items and the recall matrices were presented by means of LCD video-goggles (Resonance Technology). Onset of the PC-stimulation epochs was controlled by the fMRI scanner emitting a TTL pulse before each volume acquisition.
fMRI Data Analysis
Image preprocessing and statistical analysis were performed with Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM99, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) executed in MATLAB 5.3 (The MathWorks). All individual functional images were corrected for motion artifacts by realignment to the first volume of the session. A sinc interpolation was used to reslice the realigned volumes. A T 2 -weighted structural MRI was coregistered to the mean image of the realigned volumes. All images were spatially normalized to a standard template of 2 × 2 × 2 mm voxels. Finally, images were spatially smoothed with a 10-mm full width half maximal (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel. For each condition the variance of each and every voxel was estimated according to the general linear model using a box-car model convoluted with the hemodynamic response function as the predictor. Images were adjusted for global effects and low frequency drifts were removed via a high-pass filter using low-frequency cosine functions with a cutoff of 72 sec. Individual regionally specific effects between the active and resting phases were computed using linear contrasts. For each subject the appropriate contrast images were calculated using directed single-tailed t-tests producing a t statistic for each voxel.
To account for inter-individual variance, all group analyses were computed using a Random Effects Model. Group analysis across subjects was performed by means of one-sample t-tests on the resulting images of the interesting contrasts of each individual subject. For Random Effects Analysis, voxels and clusters of significant voxels were thresholded at a P-level of P < .01, uncorrected for multiple comparisons. At the cluster-level, significance was set to an uncorrected p-level of p < .05. Areas were labeled using the nomenclature of Talairach and Tournoux (1988) and Brodmann (1909) . Because we were most interested in hippocampal activity, we assumed that activation of the hippocampus should be best detectable with respect to novelty processing (e.g., Parkin 1997; Menon et al. 2000) and high memorability (e.g., ; Squire et al. 1992; Cameron et al. 2001 ) during encoding and retrieval, respectively. Therefore, the following planned contrasts were calculated for each individual. For assessment of high memorability processing, neural activity during the phase of individual maximum recall was contrasted against the very first recall phase (maximum recall minus first recall). Neural activity at a level of low memorability was assessed by inverting this contrast (first recall minus maximum recall). To calculate neural activations due to encoding of novel items, activity during the first learning phase was contrasted against the learning phase that was before the phase of individual maximum recall (initial learning minus late learning). Accordingly, low novelty encoding was analyzed by inverting the contrast (late learning minus initial learning). This contrast was only computed for reasons of completeness and exploration. Although all other contrasts are not subject to possible mutual influences of learning and retrieval, activity during late learning may be influenced by processes of retrieval that take place during presentation of the items. Therefore, within this contrast processes cannot be clearly disentangled and results are only of exploratory value. Cross-comparisons between learning and recall were also not computed to exclude misinterpretations of the novelty/memorability assessments that may be due to general differences in processing demands for encoding and retrieval. Finally, to find out the relevant neural substrate during delayed recall, neural activity during the sixth recall phase was contrasted against neural activity during the first recall phase (delayed recall minus first recall phase). All individual results of the corresponding contrast analyses were passed to separate random effects analysis to obtain results for the whole group.
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